=Elzora (FR)
Bay Filly; May 12, 2020

=Almanzor (FR), 13 dk b/ 08 b
=Elodie (GB), 08 b
Darkova, 08 ch
$Dansili (GB), 96 dk b/
=In Clover (GB), 02 b

By ALMANZOR (FR) (2013). Hwt. in Europe, France and Ireland, Stakes winner of $3,045,085 USA in England, France and Ireland, Prix du Jockey Club [G1], etc. Sire of 3 crops of racing age, 608 foals, 199 starters, 83 winners of 117 races and earning $5,024,496 USA, including Manzoice (at 3, 2022, $970,459 USA, Penfolds Victoria Derby [G1], Dynastic (to 3, 2022, $490,852 USA, Doubletree by Hilton Karaka Million 2yo [L], etc.), Unanimous Consent (GB) (to 3, 2022, $135,400, Woodhaven S. (AQU, $55,000)), Lassaut (at 3, 2022, $113,260 USA, Prix Nureyev [L], etc.), Katoucha (at 3, 2022, $87,314 USA, Prix Petite Etoile - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage [L]), Around Midnight (at 2, 2022, $63,177 USA, Prix du Haras de Bouquetot - Criterium de l'Ouest [L], etc.).

1st dam
=Elodie (GB), by $Dansili (GB). Winner at 3 in FR , $40,474 (USA). Sister to =WITH YOU (GB), =WE ARE (IRE). Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--
ELIADE (FR) (f. by =Teofilo (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in FR and NA , $154,430 (USA), Prix Panacee - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage [L], 2nd Prix de la Seine [L], Grand Prix de Clairefontaine [L].
=Queen Trezy (FR) (f. by =Almanzor (FR)). Winner at 2, placed at 3, 2022 in FR , $115,186 (USA), 2nd Prix des Reservoirs [G3], Prix Penelope [G3], Prix Minerve [G3], Prix Solitude [L], 3rd St Mark's Basilica Coolmore Prix Saint-Alary [G1].
=Enforcement (IRE) (g. by =Lawman (FR)). Winner at 4 and 6 in ENG, $19,336 (USA).
=Elide (IRE) (f. by =Wootton Bassett (GB)). Placed at 2 and 3 in FR , $23,000 (USA). Producer.
=Elzora (FR) (f. by =Almanzor (FR)). See below.

2nd dam
=IN CLOVER (GB), by $Inchinor (GB). 4 wins at 3 in FR , $222,716 (USA), Prix de Flore [G3], Shadwell Prix de Lieurey [L], 2nd Prix Fille de l'Air [G3], Prix de Liancourt [L], 3rd Prix du Ranelagh [L]. Half-sister to BAYOURIDA ($60,056 (USA), Prix Madame Jean Couturie [L], etc.), =BELLONA (IRE) ($44,404 (USA), Prix Rose de Mai [L], etc.), Fumarelli ($98,798 (USA), 3rd Prix Le Fabuleux [L]). Dam of 8 winners--
=CALL THE WIND (GB) (g. by =Frankel (GB)). 6 wins, 4 to 6 in FR and KSA, placed in 1 start at 5 in UAE, $2,300,685 (USA), Qatar Prix du Cadran [G1], Darley Prix Kergorlay [G2], Prix de Barbeville [G3], 2nd Prix Royal Oak [G1], Qatar Prix du Cadran [G1], Darley Prix Kergorlay [G2], Prix Vicomtesse Vigier [G2], 3rd Qatar Prix du Cadran [G1], etc.
=WITH YOU (GB) (f. by =Dansili (GB)). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in FR , $640,753 (USA), Prix Rothschild [G1], Prix des Reservoirs - Etalon Kendargent [G3], 2nd Prix Rothschild [G1], Gurkha Coolmore Prix Saint Alary [G1], Darley Prix Jean Romanet [G1], 3rd Prix du Haras de Fresnay-Le-Buffard Jacques Le Marois [G1].
=WE ARE (IRE) (f. by =Dansili (GB)). 2 wins at 3 in FR , $437,671 (USA), Prix de l'Opera Longines [G1], 2nd Prix Corrida [G2], 3rd Prix de l'Opera Longines [G1], Darley Prix Jean Romanet [G1].
=IN CROWD (GB) (c. by Dubawi (IRE)). 6 wins at 3 and 4, 2022 in FR , $173,662 (USA), Grand Prix Anjou Bretagne Haras du Saz [L], 2nd Prix Nureyev [L], Grand Prix du Nord [L], Prix Haras de la Haie Neuve - Le Brivido du Point du Jour [L], 3rd Pq du Pays d'Auge 9e Etape du Defi du Galop Une Pensee Pour Le Havre [L].
DREAM CLOVER (GB) (f. by Oasis Dream (GB)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in FR , $163,406 (USA), Prix de la Cocherie [L], Prix de Saint-Cyr [L], 3rd Prix de Lieurey [G3], Prix Isola Bella [L]. Producer.
=INCAHOOOTS (GB) (f. by Oasis Dream (GB)). Winner at 3 and 4 in FR , $86,772 (USA), Prix Saonois [L], 3rd Prix Luth Enchantee - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage - Dhevatar [L], Dam of--
=Ansilia (IRE) (f. by =Dansili (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR , $85,546 (USA), 2nd Prix Petite Etoile - F.E.E. [L].
=Elodie (GB) (f. by =Dansili (GB)). See above.
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=Featuring (GB) (f. by $Dansili (GB)). 2 wins at 4 in FR, $55,466 (USA).

=Azureus (GB) (g. by =Invincible Spirit (IRE)). Placed at 3, 2022 in FR, $11,557 (USA).

=Westward (GB) (g. by $Dansili (GB)). Placed at 3 in FR, $6,652 (USA).

3rd dam
BELLARIDA (FR), by Bellypha (IRE). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in FR, $94,275 (USA), Prix de Royaumont [G3], Prix des Tuileries [L]. Dam of 8 winners--

=IN CLOVER (GB) (f. by $Inchinor (GB)). Black type winner, see above.

=BAYOURIDA (f. by Slew o’ Gold). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR, $60,056 (USA), Prix Madame Jean Lafitte [L], 3rd Prix Solitude [L].

=Tatterdemalion (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). Unraced in Great Britain. Dam of--

=TELLURIDE (GB) (c. by $Montjeu (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR, $148,056 (USA), Prix Vulcain [L], 2nd Prix Hocquart [G2], Prix Beachcomber Hotels Le Royal Palm Prix de Reux [L].

=Bee Charmer (IRE) (g. by Anabaa). 5 wins, 3 to 7 in FR and NA, $148,395 (USA), 2nd Sycamore S. [G3] (KEE, $20,000), 3rd Cape Henlopen S. (DEL, $6,688).

=IN CLOVER (GB) (f. by $Inchinor (GB)). Black type winner, see above.

=DOMINANT (IRE) (c. by Cacique (IRE)). 5 wins, 2 to 5 in ENG and HK, $2,987,663 (USA), Champion Stayer in Hong Kong, Longines Hong Kong Vase [G1], Queen Mother Memorial Cup [L] twice, 2nd Standard Chartered Champions & Chater Cup [G1], Sa Sa Ladies’ Purse H. [L], 3rd Sky Bet York S. [G2], etc.

=ZHUI FENG (IRE) (g. by =Invincible Spirit (IRE)). 6 wins, 2 to 8 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 3 in FR, $542,180 (USA), CPW Property Maintenance Midsummer S. [L], 3rd Prix Pelleas - Ecole Blondeau [L].

=ES QUE LOVE (IRE) (c. by =Clodovil (IRE)). 5 wins, 2 to 5 in ENG, $383,873 (USA), Bet365 Lennox S. [G2], 2nd Connaught Access Flooring Abernant S. [G3], Blue Square Sandy Lane S. [L], 3rd Duke Of York Clipper Logistics S. [G2], Al Basti Equiworld Hackwood S. [G3], Sire.

=LISTEN IN (IRE) (f. by =Sea The Stars (IRE)). 4 wins, 2 to 4 in FR, $380,952 (USA), Prix du Conseil de Paris [G2], Prix Emmanuel Tassin - Grand Prix de Clairefontaine [L], Prix Luth Enchantee-Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage [L], 2nd Qatar Prix de Royallieu [G2], Prix de Mallaret [G2], etc.

=Aloisi (GB) (f. by $Kalanisi (IRE)). Placed at 3 and 4 in FR, $35,413 (USA). Dam of--

=ARISTIA (IRE) (f. by Starspangledbanner (AUS)). 3 wins at 3 and 4, 2022 in ENG and FR, $394,329 (USA), Darley Prix Jean Romanet [G1], British Stallion Stds E.B.F. Lyric Fillies S. [L], 2nd Qatar Nassau S. [G1], Al Basti Equiworld Dubai Middleton S. [G2], 3rd Haras De Bouquetot Fillies Trial [L].

=GLORIOUS SINNDAR (FR) (g. by =Sinndar (IRE)). 9 wins, 3 to 6 in AUS and GER, placed at 2 in ENG, $220,422 (USA), Andrew Ramsden S. [L].

=DOMAGNANO (IRE) (g. by Planteur (IRE)). 6 wins, 2 to 8 in FR and ITY, $169,827 (USA), Premio Mauro Sbarigia [L], 2nd Premio Merano [L].

=Vienna View (GB) (f. by =Dalakhani (IRE)). Placed at 3 in FR, $15,421 (USA). Dam of--

=BELOUNI (FR) (c. by =Fast Company (IRE)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2022 in FR, $41,882 (USA), 2nd Criterium de Lyon [L].

=Fumarelli (c. by Trempolino). 5 wins, 3 to 6 in FR, $98,798 (USA), 3rd Prix Le Fabuleux [L].

=Belesta (GB) (f. by =Xaar (GB)). Winner at 3 in FR, $31,836 (USA). Dam of--

=GIUSEPPE PIAZZI (IRE) (c. by $Galileo (IRE)). 8 wins, 2 to 7 in DEN, FR, NOR and SWE, $176,249 (USA), Champion older horse in Scandinavia, Champion Stayer in Scandinavia,
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Oslo Cup [G3], Scandinavian Open Championship [G3], Falkonertjenesten.dk Pokallob [L], 2nd Falkonertjenesten Scandinavian Open Championship [G3], Sjallands Vindues Pokallob [L].

=ADJUSTED (IRE) (g. by $Montjeu (IRE)). 6 wins, 3 to 5 in AUS and IRE, placed at 6 and 7 in NZ, $505,660 (USA), Ladbrokes Herbert Power S. [G2], Daily Telegraph Neville Sellwood S. [G3], Mornington BMW Cup Prelude [L], 2nd Italktravel Harry White Classic [L].

=Old Glory (IRE) (c. by =Frankel (GB)). Winner at 2 in IRE, $58,654 (USA), 2nd Dubai Duty Free Finest Surprise Celebration S. [L], iCopy Irish E.B.F. Star Appeal S. [L], 3rd Killavullan S. [G3], Tri Equestrian Silver S. [L].

=Virginia Key (IRE) (f. by $Mark of Esteem (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR, $9,342 (USA). Dam of--

=Kansas Sunflower (NZ) (f. by Mastercraftsman (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 and 5 in AUS, $159,518 (USA), 2nd Schweppervescence S. [G3].

=Carolina Island (NZ) (f. by =Darci Brahma (NZ)). Winner at 5 in NZ, $8,488 (USA). Dam of--

=PALMETTO (NZ) (g. by =Ghibellines (AUS)). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in NZ, $81,730 (USA), ILT Ascot Park Hotel Southland Guineas [L], Positive Signs Dunedin Guineas [L].

=Search (GB) (c. by Rainbow Quest). 4 wins, 3 to 6 in FR, $164,485 (USA).

=Mambomania (GB) (f. by Kingman). Winner at 3 in FR, $14,456 (USA).

Forty Belles (f. by Forty Niner). Placed, 2 to 4 in FR, $42,733 (USA). Dam of--

=PARTY (IRE) (f. by =Cadeaux Genereux (GB)). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 3 in FR, $57,138 (USA), Racing Post Radley S. [L], 2nd Prix Melsande-Grand Prix de Fontainebleau [L]. Dam of--

=OBSERVATIONAL (GB) (g. by $Galileo (IRE)). 5 wins, 3 to 7 in AUS and ENG, $471,544 (USA), Le Pine Funerals Easter Cup [G3], Yalumba Golden Mile [L], Bet365 Golden Mile [L], Casco E.B.F. Stallions Cocked Hat S. [L], 2nd Sungold Milk Warrnambool Cup [L], etc.

=Jummana (FR) (f. by =Cadeaux Genereux (GB)). Winner at 2 in ENG, $8,736 (USA). Dam of--

=TEPPAL (FR) (f. by =Camacho (GB)). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2 and 3 in ENG and FR, $352,308 (USA), Emirates Poule d'Essai des Pouliches [G1].

=Another Party (FR) (c. by =Pomellato (GER)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in FR, placed at 4 in UAE, $248,740 (USA), 2nd Prix du Bois [G3], Prix d'Arenberg [G3], Prix du Pin [G3], 3rd Prix Eclipse [G3], Criterium du Bequet - Ventes Osarus [L], etc.

=Gonzeville (FR) (f. by =Le Havre (IRE)). Placed at 3 and 4 in FR, $8,188 (USA). Dam of--

=Bolshkinov (FR) (c. by =Camacho (GB)). Winner at 2, 2022 in FR, $50,451 (USA), 2nd Circus Maximus Prix Francois Boutin [G3], Prix Isonomy [L].

Rombalino (c. by Trempolino). Placed at 3 and 4 in FR, $7,701 (USA).

=Spiritoso (GB) (g. by =Spectrum (IRE)). Placed at 4 in FR, $5,233 (USA).

=Noyelles (IRE) (f. by =Dockside). Unraced in Ireland. Dam of--

=LILY'S ANGEL (IRE) (f. by =Dark Angel (IRE)). 10 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG, IRE and UAE, $509,233 (USA), Betfred.com Chartwell Fillies' S. [G3], Irish Stallion Farms E.B.F. Cooley Fillies' S. [L], Betfred Snowdrop Fillies S. [L], Totesport.com Empress S. [L], 2nd Coolmore Fusaihci Pegasus Matron S. [G1], etc. Producer.

=ZURIGHA (IRE) (f. by $Cape Cross (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed at 5 in UAE, $167,204 (USA), Shadwell International Stallions Rosemary S. [L], 2nd Emirates Global Aluminium Cape Verdi [G2], 3rd District One Balanchine [G2], Woodcote Stud E.B.F. Stallions Valiant S. [L].

=Labeling (GB) (c. by =Frankel (GB)). Winner at 2, 2022 in JPN, $183,205 (USA), 3rd Asahi Hai Futurity S. [G1].